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Audi Hungaria: “smart logistics” with driverless
transport system
•
•

Six new driverless transport vehicles (FTFs) have been put into service in engine
production
Robert Buttenhauser, Member of the Board of Management responsible for
engine production at AUDI HUNGARIA Zrt: “As the world's largest engine
manufacturer, Audi Hungaria always uses state-of-the-art technology”

Győr, 30 July 2021 – Audi Hungaria is constantly making efforts to introduce digital
solutions in both manufacturing and logistics. The latest example of this is their
collaboration with Jungheinrich, in which six driverless transport vehicles were put into
operation in the field of 2.0-litre four-cylinder Otto engine production. FTFs deliver various
engine parts from the logistics area straight to the production line. They automatically
stop at 57 stations during their journey of more than 1,000 metres, which allows for
particularly efficient and reliable material transport.
"Audi Hungaria is the world's largest engine manufacturer and the central engine supplier of
many brands of the Volkswagen Group. This means that we are always required to use stateof-the-art technology. That is why we are working to increase our efficiency and optimize our
processes. In addition to "smart" solutions used in production, we are also working on
introducing digital solutions in the field of logistics. Automation of our logistics processes is
an important step in this area, which contributes to increasing our efficiency and boosting our
competitiveness", said Robert Buttenhauser, Member of the Board of Management
responsible for engine production at AUDI HUNGARIA Zrt.
The latest step in automating logistics processes is based on six driverless transport systems
equipped with state-of-the-art navigation technology and safety features. During their
journey of more than 1,000 metres, the transport systems stop at 57 stations in different
areas of the production hall, 50 of which are located right next to the production line. In a
single journey, FTFs can carry parts weighing up to 5,000 kilograms for the production of
four-cylinder petrol engines. On the way back, they transport packaging materials back to the
logistics area. Transport systems are guided by laser navigation supported by reflective
surfaces installed on objects along the FTF’s route, such as shelves, walls, and columns. Laser
navigation allows for positioning of driverless systems at predefined stations with millimetrelevel accuracy.
Audi Hungaria has been encouraging the introduction of digital solutions for years —not only in
manufacturing areas, but also in logistics processes. The company uses a total of 60 driverless
transport vehicles in various areas of engine production, for example in the manufacturing of
electric drives without production lines, where driverless transport systems independently
transport components of electric drives to individual workstations.
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Seated in Győr AUDI HUNGARIA Zrt. is a member of the Audi Group and a central engine supplier for the Audi
Group and the Volkswagen Group. The company produces close to two million resources, including electric
drives, each year. The models produced at the Győr plant include the Audi TT Coupé & TT Roadster, and the
Audi Q3 and the Audi Q3 Sportback. Audi Hungaria supplies members of Volkswagen Group with various
aluminium car body parts, and also performs increasingly significant development activity (drive and vehicle
development). Audi Hungaria has, for several years, been amongst the Hungarian companies boasting the
biggest turnovers and export volumes, as well as being one of the biggest investors into the Hungarian
automotive industry. As at the end of 2020, Audi Hungaria employed 12,226 staff members.
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